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Abstract

This paper presents an overview of the Independent Living Movement and the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973 as Amended, which mandated the creation of Centers for

Independent Living(CILs). It then focuses on CDL services that are of particular benefit to
persons who are deafor hard of hearing using,the under-utilization ofCILs by persons who
are deaf or hard of hearing, and possible reasons for this situation are discussed.

The Independent Living Movement
Consumers forming the Independent Living movement drew upon
the knowledge and experiences of preceding historically influential social
movements as modelsfor organizing and developing a powerful grassroots
effort(Rubin & Roessler, 1995, DeJong, 1979). People in the movement

challenged social paradigms that, up to that time, had been thought of as
absolutes in the treatment of people with disabilities.

The Civil Rights movement,together with university-based social
movements,formed a "Peer Support Model"from which the Independent
Living movement began to spring(Goodwin, 1991). The very essence of
both the Civil Rights and the Independent Living movements addresses the
issue of the fundamental areas of life that cannot be considered privileges
of a certain few,but rather must be considered the civil rights of everyone
as a citizen, or resident ofthis country. Thus,issues focused on in the two

movements are very analogous. Basic human rights concerning
employment,housing,transportation,and education are atthe heart ofboth
movements, with a distinct emphasis on nondiscrimination (Goodwin,
1991).

People with disabilities recognized that as citizens of this country,
they deserve the same fundamental rights as other citizens. However,they
were subjected to discriminatory treatment and practices. They were being
held in a"one down"position by the majority population due to the nature
of their differences, just as other diverse groups have experienced
discrimination throughout the history of our country.
The Civil Rights movement provided a successful model from
which the recognition by some people with disabilities of their subjugated
positions was inspired and fueled. This impetus could be utilized to lift up
other citizens with disabilities to their rightful place in society (DeJong,
1979).
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Severalchallengesto the social thinking ofthe time provided a new

paradigm from which to view individuals with disabilities. The movement
for the de-medicalization of people with disabilities was a primary

challenge by people with disabilities ofthe prevalentthoughtand treatment
by the majority group. Up to the pointofchallenge,people with disabilities
were often viewed as medical objects to be treated and managed. The

emphasis in relating to people with disabilities, by the general public, was
primarily from a medical point of view, focusing on the person's
limitations, both medical and functional. Many people with disabilities

recognized that there was a point in their life in which they had become
medically stable. The disability moved to a less prominent place in their
daily life, and in the way they thought about themselves(DeJong, 1979).
They had come to a place in their understanding and self-management
where they could develop and broaden other aspects of their life. They
could create afuller,more complete life experience. They were willing and
able to takeon the life management responsibilities that were a partoftheir
disability and move on to other tasks of daily life. In order to move on,

though,they would need to break through the attitudinal barriers imposed
by the majority population that defined them as a DISABLED person,first
and foremost,rather than as a PERSON with a disability. Disability in an
individual is one characteristic in a constellation of many other defining
characteristics.

In addition to society's overall treatmentofdisabled people(noting

disability first), rather than as people with disabilities, the paradigm of
service provided to people with disabilities was also predicated on the
medical model (Goodwin, 1991). Medical management was seen as

needing to be provided by"experts"in the various allied health professions.
Also,medical management was viewed as needing to maintain a prominent
role throughout the life span of the person with a disability. Demedicalization, in contrast,focused on the more accurate view of people
with disabilities as healthy,and having some extended needs that could be

managed successfully in the course ofdaily life. The person is recognized
as their own "expert" by virtue of their personal experience with their
disability.

De-institutionalization is another movement that significantly

impacted the conception of the Independent Living movement. This
movement arosefrom the realization ofthe costeffectiveness ofsupporting

people with in the community versus supporting them within an institution
(DeJong, 1979). Many people with disabilities have institutional
experience,both short-term and long-term. From these experiences comes
a deeper understanding ofthe level ofcontrol that is exerted by people in
Vol.34,No.1,2000
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charge," similar to the level of control experienced by people with
disabilities by those in the majority group in the mainstream society. In
fact, they are some of the same people. People who have been
institutionalized have had limited opportunities to make decisions about
issues affecting their own lives. People with disabilities who recognized
the need to inq>act decisions affectingnot only their own lives, but also the
socially constructed and systematically implemented social beliefs leading
to policy development that affected the lives of other citizens with
disabilities, originated the Independent Living movement. A broader
purpose was at stake;the quality oflife ofpeople with disabilities as a class
of individuals was on the line.

Consumerism combines the concepts that people need to have

knowledge of services and products, and that they, rather than a
professional,are in the best position to make a decision regarding the value
of those services and/or products for themselves. Further, the pereon to
utilize the service and/or product should take the lead role in making that
decision (DeJong, 1979). Relative to the provision of rehabilitation
services and products,consumerism wasalso a movementthat helped shape

the Independent Living movement. People who had been receiving
rehabilitation services did not have much input into the services they
thought would be most beneficial to them.
The element of consumer choice was not at all prominent. There
was a prevailing sense that consumers,as clients of the state's department
or office of rehabilitation services, were to follow the advice of the

counselors. The counselor was in the best position, as a trained
professional in the field ofdisability,to know what is in the best interest of
the client.

Seeing the relationship to their own situations, people with
disabilities began to realize that they could utilize, to their own benefit,
applicable elements of these movements to form the foundation of a
movement of their own. They envisioned this movement as a vehicle for
becoming the people they knew they could become. While many people
were a part of the building of the Independent Living movement, four
primary people are credited with the creation of the Independent Living
movement.

Influential People

Tim Nugent, a non-disabled World War n veteran who had no
disability, is a prominent figure in the early history leading to the
Independent Living movement. As a professor, Dr Nugent became the
director of the first higher education program for severely disabled
JADARA
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students, which began in 1948 at the University of niinois (Goodwin,
1991). This program served many veterans disabled in the war. The
invention of antibiotics helped save and prolong lives. There was

recognition that people with disabilities could attend college,earn degrees,
and become employable.Thus,the University ofDlinois became one ofthe
firstcampuses to become accessible to people with disabilities. Dr.Nugent
originated the commission that established the initial accessibility
standards. Over time, the American National Standards Institute(ANSI)

has developed more comprehensive standards to include multiple aspects
of access,keeping people with a variety of disabilities in mind(Goodwin,
1991, McDonald & Oxford, n. d.).

Gini Laurie was the woman credited with being the"grandmother:

of the Independent Living movement (Goodwin, 1991). She became
involved in the area of disability when several of her siblings contracted

polio. Ms.Laurie volunteered on the hospital ward to help her siblings,and
the other people on the ward, who were dealing with polio. Though her
siblings subsequently died, she continued to volunteer. Eventually these
individuals were able to leave the hospital and wanted to keep in contact

with each other. Together,they initiated a newsletter that featured articles
written by people with disabilities. People were writing about what they,

as people with polio, were doing with their lives. Other people with
disabilities were reading articles and became inspired to write their own
articles, sharing their own success. A solid network developed, in which
the writers would gather together with Ms.Laurie to prepare the newsletter
for distribution. Eventually,this newsletter became an internationaljournal
known as the Rehabilitation Gazette(Goodwin,1991). This networic was,

as a forerunner of the Independent Living movement, focusing on how
people with polio were living their lives successfully.
One of the people involved in this newsletter network was Ed
Roberts, who has been recognized as the "father" of Independent Living

(Goodwin 1991). Mr. Roberts attended college at the University of
California,Berkeley(Shapiro,1993). The campus,atthe time,had a highly
charged political atmosphere, and was the scene of many of the activities
related to the other social movements that have been previously mentioned.

Mr.Roberts,although living in a medical facility, was forced to utilize the
services of health personnel to accomplish tasks of daily living due to the
residuals of polio. Roberts recognized that he was unable in this setting to
lead the full and productive life he envisioned. Though his personal
experience and observation of others, Roberts sought social change from
which emerged recognition oftheIndependent Living needs ofpeople with
disabilities and the beginnings of social change(Goodwin, 1991).

Vol.34,No.1,2000
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Ed Roberts was a visionary, who, when he applied for services
from the California Department of Vocational Rehabilitation, was denied
on the basis of being unemployable due to the severity of his disability
(Goodwin, 1991). Seeing his potential being wasted,and recognizing his
own situation was a microcosm of the way in which American society
viewed people with disabilities at the time,gave rise to the convictions that
fueled the Independent Living movement. Interestingly, Roberts later
became the director of the California Department of Vocational
Rehabilitation. From that leadership position,he began to change both the
vision of the agency and the methods by which people with disabilities in
the state were provided services (Shapiro, 1993). From these changes,
many other changes began to occur around the country.
As Ed Roberts and others were developing the beginnings of the
Independent Living movement on the Berkeley campus,a woman named
Judith Heumann,on the East Coast, was experiencing a similar realization
of her status as a person with a disability. Ms.Heumann,a trained teacher,
had applied for a teaching position in New York,and was denied because
she as unable to pass the required medical examination. She was unable to
get to the bathroom herself, and to help children get out of the building in
an emergency. In 1973, Heumann, at the request of Roberts, went to
Berkeley to work at the Center for Independent Living where they joined
efforts to educate people with disabilities about their abilities

(Shapiro,1993). Later Judith Heumann became Assistant Secretary of the
Office of Special Education and Rehabilitation (OSERS) in the U.S.
Department of Education.
Around the country people with disabilities began to realize they
had abilities beyond their physical skills that could lead them into
successful employment. They also realized that they were not perceived
this way by the general public,or the people who currently made decisions
for their lives. Further,they were not being afforded the opportunities and
rights that citizens ofthe United States are afforded under the constitution.
Just like other minority groupsseekingchange and recognition,people with
disabilities around the country organized to change perceptions and gain
their civil rights as well.
People with disabilities, with their first-hand knowledge, and
experience of disability and understanding of what they need to succeed,
were empowering themselves. They were uniting together andforming into
groups that would develop the ideas they saw as the means to achieving
independence.
In the early 1970's the bidependent Living movement was making
itselfknown around the country. There were components in Houston,with
JADARA
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Lex Frieden; in Boston, with Fred Fay; in Chicago, with Marca Bristo; in
St.Louis,with Max Starkloffand Jim Tuscher;as well as in Berkeley, with
Ed Roberts(Goodwin, 1991).
Mr.Roberts along with John Hessler,a former student and friend

from U.C.Berkeley days, were co-founders of the Center for Independent
Living in Berkeley in 1972. Roberts and Hessler were living in the medical
facility on campus. This meant they were segregated from other students
after classes were over each day. They knew that the only reason they had
to live at the medical facility was because of their need for attendant care;
they did liot need medical care. They questioned the need to live in a
segregated situation simply because they needed physical assistance to
carry out routine daily activities. Could they not live in the community and
hire the appropriate assistance? Couldn't other people with disabilities do
the same? They could, after all, direct attendants in how to do what was

needed. They could manage their own lives; managing didn't have to mean
actually doing all the tasks involved in daily living. Managing one's life
really could mean taking responsibility for getting things done the way one
wanted them to be done, even if the tasks were actually performed by
someone else.
Rehabilitation Act of 1973

These are three distinct periods in the history of rehabilitation
legislation, marked by different moods of the public, and especially by
legislators(Rubin& Roessler, 1995; J.S. Dolan, personal communication
April 7,1998). Initially,rehabilitation legislation reflected afeeling ofpity
toward people with disabilities. Later,legislation evolved to reflect a sense
of cost benefit, and focused on getting people with disabilities in the
workforce in order to get a higher return on taxpayer's money (a social
investment perspective). There was clear recognition that more money had
to be spent to maintain people with disabilities outside the workforce than
would need to be spentto train these peopleforemployment. Additionally,
employed people with disabilities would then become contributing
taxpayers themselves and a good return on the investment would be gained.
In the third and most recent period, a strong thrust of rehabilitation
legislation comes from a civil rights perspective. This view promotes the
belief that people with disabilities have the right to lead fully productive
lives and that society and service delivery system mustdo whatis necessary
to ensure that this is possible.
Tension exists today between those who view the Vocational

Rehabilitation program from a social investment point of view and those
who view it from a civil rights perspective. From the social investment
Vol.H No.1,2000
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Standpoint the primary goal of the program is to return people to work,in
the most expeditious way possible. Thus,from this fiscal focus,there are
people currently in Congress who see the program as less than successful
due to the 70% rate ofunemploymentamong people with disabilities. Civil
rights proponents see the goal ofthe program as providing services to those
people with disabilities who need them most,the mostseverely disabled(J.
S. E>olan, personal communication, April 7,1998).
The Rehabilitation Act of 1973 is very influential piece of
legislation in the overall field of rehabilitation, as well as in the area of
Independent Living specifically. The Independent Living portion was

originally vetoed by Resident Nixon; Congress then overrode the veto
(Goodwin, 1991). Although the law was passed in 1973, it was 1977
before regulations were written that enforced the law. As a matter offact,
civil unrest ensued,in the form of sit-ins and other civil disobedience, by
people with disabilities in support of these regulations(Goodwin, 1991;
McDonald & Oxford, n. d.).
Title V is the most significant and important part of the
Rehabilitation Act addressing the civil rights of people with disabilities.
This title deals with discrimination by programs that are federally funded
(Goodwin, 1991). There are four sections of this Title, each having to do
with an aspect of discrimination.
Section 501 concerns affirmative action and regulates the hiring of
people with disabilities in federal agencies. This section requires that
federal agencies actively recruit, employ, and promote individuals with

disabilities. Agencies of the federal government were seen as a model for
employing persons with disabilities(Rubin & Roessler, 1995).
Section 502 established the Architectural and Transportation
Compliance Board. In 1968,the Architectural Barriers Act was passed to

address barriers preventing persons with disabilities from accessing public
buildings and transportation in the same way other citizens do. Until the
Board was established, however,there was no regulatory body to actually
enforce the law (Goodwin, 1991).

Section 503 prohibits discrimination in employment on the basis
of disability, with federal contractors and subcontractors with contracts
amounting to $2,500 or more. This section also legislated reasonable
accommodations leading to access in the workplace for employees with
disabilities. In applying for a position, a person with a disability had a
choice whether they want to reveal that they had a disability. On the one
hand, if they chose to reveal this information, many employers up to this
time would discriminate against them in the hiring process on that basis
alone, without regard for the individual's qualifications for the position.
JADARA
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On the other hand, if they did choose to reveal their disability, under

Section 503 they would be taking a step to insure that they would be
protected under the law in thejob seeking process(Goodwin, 1991).
Section 504 is the civil rights section(Goodwin, 1991). With the

passage ofthis section.Congress acknowledged people with disabilities as
a class ofindividuals subjectto pervasive discrimination(National Council
on Disability, 1996). This part ofthe law addresses non-discrimination of
people with disabilities by any agency receiving federalfunds,and program
accessibility. Whenever programs and services are being provided to the

public by an agency receiving federal funds,they need to be accessible to
the entire public, including qualified people with disabilities (Rubin &
Roessler, 1995; Goodwin, 1991). Accessibility in its total meaning

includes not only architectural access, but also the ability for people with
a variety of disabilities to utilize services. Accessibility can be
accomplished through reasonable accommodation. This is when services

are set up in a way that is useable by people who are variously disabled.
For example,the provision of interpreters to enable persons who are deaf
to access services which necessitate verbal communication,such as medical
care, is one way of providing program access.

In 1978,the Independent Living section.Title Vn,was part of the
amendments of the Rehabilitation Act. Initially, there were three parts to

Title vn. Part A set up a purchase ofservice mechanism to allow agencies
such as a department ofrehabilitation,to purchase services for people they
serve from Centers for Independent Living. Part A also mandated the
creation ofa State IndependentLiving Council in each state for the purpose

of providing guidance in the development and expansion of independent
living programs on a statewide basis. Part B was very significant in that in
1979 it allocated an initial $2 million in grant money to non-profit

organizations to establish ten(10)centers for Independent Living around
the country(National Council ofDisability,1996;Goodwin,1991). Today,
there are over 480 Centers for Independent Living throughout the United
States(IndependentLiving Research Utilization,personal communication,
October 7,1998).

Additionally, Title YE regulated the makeup of a Center for
Independent Living's governing, managing and staffing roles, so that
people with disabilities comprise the majority ofthese positions. Part C of
Title vn addressed the Independent Living needs of older blind adults
(Goodwin,1991). In addition.Title VD also providesfor the establishment
of a national network of Centers for Independent Living to reach all states
and regions and of country.

Vol.34,No.1,2000
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Client Assistance Programs(CAP)were originally funded under a

competitive grant system. With the 1984 amendments.Client Assistance
Programs became required. They are to assist consunwrs in addressing
decisions concerning eligibility and service provision with which they are
dissatisfied(Rubin & Roessler, 1995)
The 1986 amendments mandated that people with the most severe

disabilities receive priority services when funding wasinsufficientto serve

all eligible persons with disabilities that applied for services. By this time,
there was a growing sense that people with disabilities receiving
rehabilitation services are actually consumers of the services; they are

knowledgeable aboutthe services,and they are the"expert"regarding their
needs.

The Rehabilitation Act as Amended legally forced a shift in the

social thinking of the time. Rather than considering the person with at
disability as needing to fit into the architectural and attitudinal aspects of
society,the paradigm shifted to view society and service delivery systems
as needed to adapt to the needs of individuals with disabilities(DeJong,
1979,Goodwin,1991). The Rehabilitation Act,especially though its 1992

amendments,emphasized that consumers ofrehabilitation services should
have a greater degree ofinvolvement and choice in every phase and aspect
of services provision. The 1992 amendments continue to emphasize
opportunities for people with disabilities to maximize their potential, as
well as be integrated and included in all aspects of daily life.
The 1998 amendments for changes in five primary areas, toward

intent of increasing quality employment outcomes for people with
disabilities(F. K.Schroeder, personal communication, August 17,1998).
These areas are: Expanding informed choice,streamlining administrative

procedures and access to services, increasing opportunities for quality
procedures and access to services, increasing opportunities for quality
employment outcomes,ensuring due process in cases in which consumers
are dissatisfied with decisions regarding services or with service provision,
and establishing a linkage between the Vocational Rehabilitation program
and a statewide workforce investment system. Some examples of
modifications are: Informed choice provisions are expanded to include

information and support services to assist consumers in making informed
choices from the point of assessment from eligibility, to development of
goals,services needs,and selection ofservice providers. Consumers have
the option to develop their own plan for services, with or without the
assistance ofa rehabilitation counselor. Self-employment,telecommuting,
and small business ownership are viewed as viable ways to increase

opportunities for employment that is responsive to the choice and needs of
JADARA
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the consumers. Consumers may choose to participate in mediation in an

effort to resolve issues about what they are dissatisfied, prior to deciding
whether to go to hearing to obtain resolution. Overall,these amendments

are consistent with the increasing understanding and implementation of a
model of service that demonstrates greater regard for consumers.
The Rehabilitation Act has a strong impact on the way in which

citizens with disabilities in this country are perceived and treated by the
social services system (Goodwin, 1991). This law provides for a higher
level of improvement and choice by consumers of rehabilitation services
than has ever been mandated in the history of rehabilitation services, and

places majoremphasison people with disabilities beingin decision-making
positions, not only from the standpoint of their own individual service

needs, but also from the perspective of disability policy development.
Independent Living Philosophv
The Independent Living model contrasts with the traiditional

rehabilitation paradigm, which was a medical model of disability. The
medical model prevailed not only in the general public's thinking about
people with disabilities, but also in the minds of the service providers.
The medical modelfocuses on a person's limitations rather than on
their capabilities. Historically, persons with disabilities have been

identified by the disability first or by medical diagnosis alone. Implicit in
the use of medical definitions to describe persons in the assumption of
biological inferiority and a presumption that the individual needs to adapt
to the environment(Hahn, 1985; Longmore, 1985). The person with a
disability is seen as a medical condition to be treated, and their extended

needs are viewed as limitations of their capabilities. They are seen as
people who are ill or in need of lifetime medical care to maintain their
survival.

The Independent Living paradigm,on the other hand,emphasizes
the individual's ability to be self-determining,placing limited emphasis on
one's actual physical capabilities as they relate to the ability to control
one's own life. The focus includes emphasis on the less truigible aspects
of daily living, more on the "mind process" (Frieden, 1980), and the
knowledge and skills to direct one's daily lifb, even when the disability
limits the actual physical performance of those activities. An individual

may be capable of making decision and giving direction in carrying out the
decisions,even when physically carrying out tasks generated by decisions
is impossible. Autonomy can be achieved and maintained by exercising
control over people or equipmentto carry out decisions(Cohen,1992).The
amount of physical tasks a person can perform is of considerably less
Vol.34,No.1,2000
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importance than the amount of control they have over their everyday
routine. The degree of disability does not determine the amount of
independence achieved (Brisenden, 1986; Nosek & Fuhrer, 1992).
The three cornerstones of the Independent Living philosophy are
consumer control, self-reliance, and political and economic rights.
Professionals are not viewed as the decision-makers. Disability is viewed
as an interaction between society and the environment, rather than as a
medical condition, physical or mental in nature(DeJong, 1979). Inherent
in the philosophy ofIndependent Living is that everyone has an equal right
to participate fully in society, and have a contribution to make (Steckley,
1990; Bartels, 1985). The philosophy includes people with disabilities

helping others with disabilities(Mathews,White,&^djenovich-Hanks,
1990). People with disabilities know what is best for themselves. The
Independent Living philosophy encourages them to take control of their
own lives. Risk-taking, examining options, nuiking choices, and making
mistakes leading to increased effectiveness are at the nucleus of
philosophy.Through taking on these responsibilities,people maintain their

self-respect (Steckley, 1990; Brisenden, 1986; Frieden, 1980). The
movement stresses self-acceptance, self-esteem, and confidence in one's
ability to cope,and the right ofindividuals with disabilities to have suitable
environments in which to live and work(Kirshbaum, 1991).
The major goal of the movement is to provide access to the
mainstream of society as autonomous individuals regardless of the nature

of the disability (Bartels, 1985; DeJong, 1979). True integration means
persons with disabilities must be able to not only live wiAin their own
communities, but also to enjoy the privileges and assume the
responsibilities ofcommunity living(Murphy,1988;DeLoach,Wilkins,&
Walker, 1983). In addition, a goal of the movement is to reshape the
thinking of disability professionals(DeJong, 1979).
People with disabilities have fought to redefine disability in terms
of social oppression, wherein disability is viewed not as belonging to
individuals with impairments, but rather as the product of an oppressive
physical environment and social system, where the needs and rights of
people with impairments are not taken into account(Hahn,1985;Mathews
& Seekins, 1987). Limitations in one's major activities depend, in large
part, on the presence or absence of barriers in the environment. The
environment includes the physical aspects and the social control
mechanisms in society at large (DeJong, 1979). In a sociopolitical
framework,the total environment is the focus ofanalysis and intervention.
Policy and law are important components used to promote environmental

change(Hahn, 1985). The focus is on exposing social oppression and the
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part that people have unconsciously played in that process. Rather than

blaming non-disabled individuals, the assumption is that they are doing
their best within the context of social, economic, and political structures,
which are uninformed and unenlightened about disability (French, 1992),

Thefull integration and participation ofpeople with disabilities into society
is the farreaching objective. To this end,individual and system advocacy
are major parts of the work of the Independent Living movement.
Service Deliverv

The Independent Living philosophy, as previously recognized in
the legislative arena,fully recognizes and supports people with disabilities
as a total,empowered group.Thus,the philosophy also supports theservice

delivery model that encompasses all people with disabilities needing
Independent Living services. A cross disability approach means that all

disabilities are equally valued(Goodwin, 1991), and so people with a
variety of disabilities are served by Centers for Independent Living.
There are specific services, identified as core services, that are

provided by all Centers for Independent Living(Rubin & Roessler, 1995).
One core service, peer counseling, reflects one aspect of the Independent
Living philosophy in practice.People with disabilities helping other people
with disabilities is a very prominent part ofthe service delivery process.In
this style of service provision there is the sense of credibility that comes
from a person having "been there"in terms of having a similarly disabling
condition, and/or in terms of having found valuable methods and/or
contactsfor moving through daily life routinesfrom an adjustmentto a new

disability or to the progression ofachronic disability can positively impact
the successful maintenance of a person's lifestyle and independence.
Advocacy, both individual and systemic,is an integral part of the
Independent Living service delivery process. On an individual basis, a
person with a disability may need assistance with a variety of issues that
she or he faces having to do with access or discrimination in parts of their
own life. Legislative efforts are a prime example of systemic advocacy.
Without the recognition and pushing of system-wide needs for the full

integration and participation of people with disabilities in every aspect of
human life, systems would stay the same. There would be no impetus,
indeed no legal ramifications, to force a change in the status quo.
The third core service isIndependentLiving skills training. People
with disabilities who have either not had experience in living
independently,or who need to learn how to live independently after having
acquired a disability,receive skills training in various areas ofdaily living.
Typically, instructional staff provides practical skills training that will
Vol.34,No.1,2000
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enable individuals with a variety of disabilities to take charge of their lives.

This training ranges from the hands on experience in the tangible aspects
of daily living, such as money management and cooking, for example, to
the more abstract skills of decision-making and management of personal

assistants. This part of service provision is where the Independent Living
tenet of consumer control comes heavily into play. This is the beginning

place in the service delivery system for some people where they can learn
and practice the skills necessary to utilize the rest of the core services.
Others, having some prior experience living independently can avail
themselves of various services. Important to remember, also, is that

independence is viewed as a continuum that ranges from various levels of
independence in the person's residential settings ofchoice to independence
in the community on one's own. All areas in between these two poles on
the continuum are vivid levels of independence, depending on the

individual's choice and capabilities. Thefourth core service is information
and referral. Over time, there has been substantial progress made toward

supporting and enhancing the independence of people with disabilities.
What was once a fight for the most fundamental human rights has become

an evolving shift in social thinking toward not only the integration of
people with disabilities, but also their full inclusion and participation in
community life.

There are a number ofemerging groups of people with disabilities

around the country who have come to understand and value the richness of
the history and the applicability of the Independent Living philosophy.
These are the people who continue to move that understanding into action,
by establishing new Centers for Independent Living.
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